cross-disciplinarity and the ever-expanding geographical locations of the authors within its pages have made it my go-to journal for inspiration.
Elisabeth: Just out of graduate school when IFJP was founded, I was thrilled to have an article accepted for Volume 1! Over the past 20 years, I've continued to be inspired by the journal's charting of the complex travels of feminist knowledge and politicsin terms of ideas, institutions, economies, movements, and moreand its engagement with queer, anti-racist, and decolonial insights and activisms. To echo previous Editors, it is a privilege to take part in the collaborative exchange among our expanding network of editors, reviewers, authors, readers, and conference participants.
Meenakshi: Serendipitous synchronicity brought me to IFJP. At the launch of the Gender Peace and Security Initiative, at Monash University in December 2015 with Ann Tickner, Jacqui True, Swati Parashar, and me, Brooke Ackerly spoke animatedly about the potential of the journal to bring in more voices from the Global South and explore innovative ways to interrogate epistemic injustice through feminism. My own work at Women in Security, Conflict Management and Peace (WISCOMP) over the past two decades had focused on crafting an alternative gendered discourse to state-centric notions of peace and security in South Asiaand Brooke's exhortation proved irresistible. At the 2017 IFJP conference, Walking the Talk -Feminist Reflections on International Politics, in New Delhi I was asked to give the keynote for the opening workshop on Feminist Perceptions on Diplomacyand that proved to be the clincher. I came on board excited about how much I could learn from the community of enlightened feminists.
Marysia: I was also just out of my PhD in the early days that Jindy lovingly speaks to in her piece in this Editorial. I very much recall the wonderand it really was a wonder for me to be having those conversations about feminism and international politics with such a wonderful group of energetic, energized, if oftentimes angry people! And then to have the pleasure of being one of IFJP's first Conversations Editors (with Cindy Weber). And to now be part of its Editorial Team steering the journal into its third decadewell this isn't something I imagined 20 years ago! Though I/we did imagine feminist-fuelled futures, which is how we might think of our ongoing hopes for the journal as it moves into its future.
Together we follow in the tradition of previous Editorial Teams, approaching editing the International Feminist Journal of Politics as a task of feminist scholarship, practice, and politics. This journal embraces feminism, in all of feminisms' weird and wonderful permutations, missteps and sure footings. The journal is an emboldened and emboldening example, exposing how the study of global politics is barren without feminist thinking. It affords a fecund space for diverse streams of thought and consciousness to converge and to transcend the binary of center-periphery. IFJP also affords a unique non-hierarchical forum which opens spaces for both experienced and junior scholars, and the worlds of theory, policy, and practice to have multiple conversations. IFJP is a space for IR inquiry to loosen from the shibboleths of stateand military-centric explorations. Hosting a full range of methodologies, IFJP wrests our fields from elite bastions to make them malleable to the heat, dust, and struggles of lived experience. As IFJP Editors, we share aspirations of transforming our constituent disciplines' scholarship and politics, enriching our subjects and process with engagement across difference. We see it as more than a discursive plank; it is a force for democratizing feminist knowledge and our disciplines while maintaining the highest standards of quality.
As Editors of the flagship journal of feminist IR, we toil on the front lines of the politics of knowledge, which means we persistently ask ourselves epistemological questions and allow these questions to flourish in the journal's pages. What do we know? What is the role of feminism in making visible that which we did not know was happening? What is the role of feminism in rendering visible the injustice of that which we knew was happening, but did not realize was unjust? What is the role of feminism in guiding our taking responsibility for injustice? Justice requires knowledge of injustice. Many in the long and unbounded list of those who struggle on the front lines of injusticeincluding indigenous peoples around the world … dalits within India and the diaspora … transgender people … labor rights activists … domestic workersare also engaged in struggles over epistemological authority. Their challenge to power hierarchies extends to and implicates the politics of knowledge.
Thus, there is perhaps an obvious role for feminist academics and academic journals to study injustice and to bring to light the complexities of injustice by publishing in academic journals. Yet, there is also a concern, a profound concern that has been with feminism since feminists began to challenge the conventions of disciplines: the possibility that their hard-won legitimacy in these academic spaces was gained at the cost of taking on and therefore centering the most elite corners of those disciplines. Academic feminism is always producing and being produced in the spaces between the work of those engaged in struggle and the work of those too privileged to notice the complexities of the struggles of others.
But there are always more and other questions to ask and to re-ask:
. What is feminism? What is "gender and IR" as a field of inquiry? . What do activist feminist methodologies teach scholars and editors of academic feminism? . Why do we need feminism and gender? . Is gender an outdated conceptof no "use" (to whom?) anymore?
These questions and many more keep the pages of this journal intellectually and politically alive (and kicking). And feminist questions, in all their complexities, queernesses, and paradoxes are not a choice when it comes to investigating global politics.
Our innovations center the role of the journal and all academic publishing as a site for pushing the boundaries of knowledge, in part by taking on the power of knowledge as a subject of the articles, but more generally by understanding the work of editing and publishing the premier feminist IR journal as a site on the front line of feminist and political struggles. To continue to blur the boundaries that an academic journal might create for the field, our team includes an Editor of Digital Media, Annick Wibben, who curates our digital presence, which includes a new website (IFJPglobal.org) and regular tweeting about articles as they come online, as well as other issues of interest to feminist IR communities. To broaden the intellectual community of IFJP, our Editors are reaching out to networks of feminist scholars (in academic and activist arenas) around the world. Because the global is not just local but also regional, we are sponsoring a "polycentric" IFJP conference in 2019 through two sites in Latin America. We are expanding our Editorial Board with members who are based in the Global South and who are part of networks that are comparatively "new" to IFJP. We are working to make IFJPglobal.org a site for learning about the norms and processes of the journal in a way that is transparent and accessible to first-time authors. We welcome proposals for Special Sections (two to six articles) on a common organizing topic, theme, or theoretical approach. We are delighted to announce that the demand for feminist content and the quality of our submissions are on the rise such that we will now be publishing five issues a year.
These innovations are in the context of an overall commitment to: (1) increasing readership, downloads, and citations of the contents of IFJP; (2) creating opportunities for difference to be theoretical, methodological, substantive, and a source of political strength; and (3) fostering the academic success of members of the community of feminist scholars of politics internationally and in their home institutions.
We are grateful to you for continuing to turn to IFJP for innovative insights about global politics and ambitious challenges to the disciplinary confines of the fields in which its study has taken root. We hope to provoke your curiosity, to amuse you, and to challenge you by the contents of our pagesevery issue, every article, every Conversation, and every book review. We hope that as authors you will do the same for us with every submission, every review, every book, and every proposal.
Para adelante, onward together, 함께 앞으로, p'ra frente, 前进, voorwaarts, on y va, avanti, , hum badhthe rahein, , eteenpäin! Brooke A. Ackerly, Elisabeth Jay Friedman, Meenakshi Gopinath and Marysia Zalewski Your International Feminist Journal of Politics Editorial Team 2018-2021
